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Abstract
In this paper, Orbits of an Eventually periodic points and Periodic points were studied. The concept of an eventuality of an
eventually periodic point introduced which helps in obtaining its orbit precisely. Unlike the case of a periodic point, the iterated
images of an eventually periodic point need not always be periodic. Relation between orbit of eventually periodic points and orbit
of a function were also obtained. Some results of considerable importance about the orbit of a point and relation with eventually
periodic point were also proved. The equivalence was obtained between different points of a periodic function. Some results of the
set theory that play an important role in our studies were included.
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1. Introduction
The concept of chaos dates back to 1880`s i.e. to the days of
Poincare. More serious efforts have been done especially in
the last about 50 years. Some new studies have been
developed to help take care of chaos with mathematical
precision or with as much of mathematical precision as is
possible. By making use of knowledge of some mathematical
concepts like dynamical systems and chaotic dynamical
systems, vague or chaotic things can be changed into ‘precise’
things. There have been developed ways of studies where
chaos can be viewed precisely. It took many years to come to
a definition of chaos which can deliver the things. The first
accepted definition of chaos is given by Devaney in [1]. It has
been used by many e.g. see [2, 3, 5]. The study of chaos involves
the concept of a dynamical system (X, f), where X is a
topological space or a metric space, and f is a continuous self
map on X. Then we have the concept of chaotic map or
chaotic dynamical system or chaos. One of the initial part of
the study of dynamical systems is study of self maps on the
underlying set X of a dynamical system, at times without
involving the topology or metric of X. There are concepts of
periodic, eventually periodic, orbits etc for points of the
domain of the self map. These and many other concepts (see
e.g. [4, 6] like dense orbits, denseness of periodic points, self
maps being topologically transitive and sensitive to initial
conditions etc have many roles to play in the study of
dynamical systems and chaotic dynamical systems. Orbit of a
point in Dynamical Systems [11] helps in studying the relation
between periodic and eventually periodic points of a function.
In this paper we find new observations about periodic and
eventually points and their orbits which can be of help in the

study of chaos. The results obtained are used to arrive at some
results, which include results on chaotic maps, maps sensitive
to initial conditions and sensitivity constants.
2. Notation and Definitions
Let X is a non-empty set. Let M(X) be the collection of all self
maps on X, i.e. M(X) = {f  f: X  X}. Let f  M(X). We
define f0 = Identity on X, f1 = f, and for n  IN, fn+1 = fofn. A
point x  X is called eventually periodic if for some
nonnegative integer t, ft (x) is periodic. Let x  X be
eventually periodic with eventual period k. Let t be the
smallest nonnegative integer such that ft(x) is periodic with
period k. Then we say that t is eventuality of x.
Let f: X  X. Let x  X. The set {fn(x)  n ≥0} is called the
orbit of x. The orbit of x is denoted by Orb(x) or Orb(x, f). A
point x ∈X is called periodic if fk(x) = x for some k  IN. The
smallest k such that fk(x) = x is called the period of x. Let
Per(f) be the set of all periodic points of X. By Orb(X) we
shall denote the union of the orbits of all periodic points of X,
i.e. Orb(X) = {Orb(x): x  Per(f)}. Let X is a topological
space. Let f: X ⟶ X. The pair (X, f) is called a dynamical
system if f is continuous.
A map f: X→ X is called topologically transitive (TT) if for
every pair of non empty open sets G, V in X, there exists some
m  IN such that fm(G) ∩ V
 or equivalently G(fm)-1(V)
n
≠ . If f is transitive for each n ∈ N, then f is called totally
transitive.
Let (X,f) be a dynamical system where X is a metric space. f
is said to be sensitive two initial conditions (SIC) there exists
a  >0 such that for a given x X and a neighborhood N(x) of
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x, there exists some y  N(x) and some v  IN such that
d(fv(x),fv(y)) ≥ ; such  is called a sensitivity constant.

Corollary 2.3. Using Proposition 2.2(i) we have Per(f) =
Orb(X).

3. Preliminaries
We shall need the following Remark. We may use it without
mentioning it.

Lemma 2.4. Let x  X. For an integer t ≥0, let ft(x) be
periodic with period k. Then the following hold.
(i) For t ≤ s, fs(x) is periodic with period k and Orb(ft(x)) =
Orb(fs(x)).
(ii) For n, mIN, fmk+nt(x) = fnt(x), in particular, fm(k+t)(x) =
fmt(x).
(iii) fmk+t-r(x) = fk+t-r(x) for all r ≤ k and for all m ≥ 1.
(iv) Let mIN. If k < r ≤ mk, then fmk+t-r(x) = fk+t-s(x) for some
s, 0 ≤ s < k.
Proof. (i) Let y = ft(x). Since t ≤ s, s = t+r for some r ≥ 0. fs(x)
= ft+r(x) = fr(ft(x)) = fr(y). By Proposition 2.2(ii), fr(y) is
periodic with period k, and Orb(fr(y)) = Orb(y). Therefore
fs(x) is periodic with period k and Orb(ft(x)) = Orb(fs(x)).
(ii) Since fmk+t(x) = ft(fmk(x)) = ft(x). Therefore, f(n-1)t(fmk+t(x))
= f(n-1)t (ft(x)). So fmk+nt(x) = fnt(x). In particular taking, n = m,
fm(k+t)(x) = fmt(x).
(iii) Using induction on m, for m = 1, it is obvious. Suppose
the result is true for m, i.e. fmk+t-r(x) = fk+t-r(x). f(m+1)k+t-r(x) =
fmk+t-r+k(x) = fk(fmk+t-r(x)) = fk(fk+t-r(x)) = f2k+t-r(x) = fk+k+t-r(x) =
fk(fk+t-r(x)). Since k+t-r ≥ t, fk+t-r(x) is periodic with period k,
by (iii). Therefore fk(fk+t-r(x)) = fk+t-r(x).
(iv) We write r = qk+s with 0 ≤ s < k. If r = mk, then s = 0 and
m = q. In this case, we have fmk+t-r(x) = ft(x) = fk+t(x). If r <
mk, then (m-q) ≥1 and mk-qk ≥k >s. So mk-qk-s>0. Therefore
fmk+t-r(x) = fmk+t-(qk+s)(x) = f(m-q)k+t-s(x) = fk+t-s(x), using (iv), as 0
≤ s < k and (m-q) ≥1.

Remark 1.1. (i) Let n  IN, then fn+1 = fnof. (ii) Let m, n 
IN, then fn+m = fnofm.
Remark 1.2. Let x ∈ X be periodic with period k. Then
Orb(x) = {x, f(x),… fk-1(x)}.
Proof. For some n  IN, fn(x) = fr(x), for some integer r with
0r < k. Therefore fn(x)  {x, f(x),… fk-1(x)} as r < k. Hence
Orb(x) = {x, f(x),… fk-1(x)}.
Lemma 1.3. Let x  X. For an integer t ≥ 0, let ft(x) be
periodic with period k. Then, for n  IN, fn(x) {f0(x), f1(x),
f2(x),…ft+k-1(x)}.
Proof. If t = 0, then x is periodic with period k. The result
follows by Remark 1.2, as fn(x) = fr(x), for some integer r with
0  r < k. Let t ≥ 1. If n < k+t, then n ≤ t+k-1. Therefore, fn(x)
{f0(x), f1(x),f2(x),…ft+k-1(x)}. If n ≥ k+t, we write n-t = mk
+r for some m in IN and an integer r with 0 ≤ r <k. We have
fn(x) = f mk+t+r(x) = f t+r(x). So fn(x) {f0 (x), f1(x),f2(x),…ft+k-1
(x)}, as t+r ≤ k+t-1.
Remark 1.4. Let g: X  X. For G, V  X, g(G)V ≠  iff
Gg-1(V) ≠ .
Proof. Let z  g(G)V. Then there exists x G such that g(x)
= z, and z  V. So x  Gg-1(V). Let z  Gg-1(V). Then z
 G and g(z)  V. Since g(z)  g(G), g(G)V ≠ .
4. Orbit of an Eventually periodic points
Proposition 2.1. Let x ∈ X be periodic with period k. Then
Orb(x) contains exactly k elements.
Proof. By Remark1.2, Orb(x) = {x, f(x),… fk-1(x)}. Let fs(x),
fr(x)  {x, f(x),… fk-1(x)} be such that fs(x) = fr(x). Hence {x,
f(x),… fk-1(x)} contains exactly k elements.
Proposition 2.2. Let x ∈ X be periodic with period k.
(i) For an integer r with 0 ≤ r < k, fr(x) is periodic with period
k and Orb(fr(x)) = Orb(x).
(ii) For n  IN, fn(x) is periodic with period k and Orb(fn(x)) =
Orb(x).
Proof. (i) fr(x) = fr(fk(x)) = fk(fr(x)). So fr(x) is periodic. Let m
be the period of fr(x). Now k = mq for some q  IN. fm(fr(x)) =
fr(x), so fm+r(x) = fr(x). Therefore, fm+k(x) = fm+r+k-r(x) = fr+k-r(x)
= fk(x) = x. So fm+k(x) = x. Thus m+k = kq* for some q*  IN.
So m = k(q*-1). Since k = mq, we have k = m. To prove that
Orb(fr(x)) = Orb(x), let y = fr(x). For n  IN, fn(y) = fn+r(x).
Since fn+r(x)  Orb(x), fn(y)  Orb(x). So Orb(fr(x))  Orb(x).
For fs(x)  Orb(x), 0 ≤ s< k. If r ≤ s, then fs(x) = fs-r(fr(x)) = fsr
(y). Therefore fs(x)  Orb(fr(x)). Suppose s < r. s+k-r > 0 as r
< k. fs+k-r(y) = fs+k-r(fr(x)) = fs+k(x) = fs(x). Since fs+k-r(y) 
Orb(y), fs(x)  Orb(y).
(ii) Orb(x) = {x, f(x),… fk-1(x)}. So fn(x) = fr(x) for some
integer r, with 0 ≤ r < k. Now the result follows from (i).

Remark 2.5. Let x  X and ft(x) is periodic with period k.
fs(x) is periodic with period k for each s ≥ t. It is interesting to
know about the totality of fs(x) which are periodic with period
k. We get an answer to this question if we know about
periodicity of fs(x) for s < t. We find an answer to the later in
two parts. One of the parts is the following.
Proposition 2.6. For x  X, let t ≥ 0 and ft(x) is periodic with
period k. For a nonnegative integer s < t, if fs(x) is periodic,
then its period is k.
Proof. If s > t, then period of fs(x) is k by Lemma 2.4. Suppose
t > s. Let  be the period of fs(x). Since s < t, by Lemma 2.4,
ft(x) is periodic with period . Hence  = k.
Remark 2.7. Let x  X. Let t be a nonnegative integer.
Suppose that ft(x) is periodic. Let k be the period of ft(x). Let s
be a nonnegative integer. If s > t, by Lemma 2.4, fs(x) is
periodic with period k. If s < t and fs(x) is periodic, then, by
Proposition 2.6, period of fs(x) is k. Using Lemma 2.4, it can
be seen that there may exist s < t such that fs(x) is periodic.
Let x  X be eventually periodic. There exists a nonnegative
integer t such that ft(x) is periodic. In view of Lemma 2.4 and
Proposition 2.6, for every nonnegative integer s, the period of
fs(x), whenever it is periodic, is k. We say that k is eventual
period of an eventually periodic x  X, if ft(x) is periodic with
period k for any integer t ≥ 0.
Remark 2.8. Let x  X. If x is periodic with period k, then,
the elements of {x, f(x),… fk-1(x)}, which is Orb(x) are
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distinct. Suppose that x is eventually periodic with eventual
period k. There exists an integer t ≥ 0 such that ft(x) is
periodic with period k. Since Orb (x) = {f0(x), f1(x), f2(x),…f
k+t-1
(x)} for s > t using Lemma 2.4, fs(x) is periodic with
period k and, therefore, {f0(x), f1(x), f2(x),…f k+s-1(x)} =
Orb(x) = {f0(x), f1(x), f2(x),…f k+t-1(x)}. We suppose that k ≥
2. For 0 ≤ r ≤ k-1, let s = t+k-r. k+s-1 = 2k+t-(r+1). Since r+1
≤ k, by Lemma 2.4(v), f2k+t-(r+1)(x) = fk+t-(r+1)(x). Thus f2k+t(r+1)
(x) and fk+t-(r+1)(x) are not distinct elements of {f0(x), f1(x),
2
f (x),…f k+s-1(x)}, where s = t+k-r. The elements of even
{f0(x), f1(x),f2(x),…f k+t-1(x)} need not be distinct. If we take s
< t, in view of Proposition 2.6, if fs(x) is periodic (which may
be possible as mentioned in Remark 2.7), then its period is k.
In this case also, the elements of {f0(x), f1(x), f2(x),…f k+s-1(x)}
need not be distinct.
Thus there is need to evolve a way so that we are sure that the
elements of the orbit of an eventually periodic element x  X
are distinct. For this we have the following definition. This
will also settle the question of totality of fs(x) which are
periodic with period k, as mentioned in Remark 2.5.
Remark 2.9. Let x  X be eventually periodic with eventual
period k and eventuality t. Let s be a nonnegative integer. If
fs(x) = ft(x), then fs(x) is periodic with period k. Therefore, t ≤
s.
The following results are possible using the concept of
eventuality of an eventually periodic element.
Proposition 2.10. Let x  X be eventually periodic with
eventual period k and eventuality t. Then, (i) For 0 ≤ r, s <
k+t, if fs(x) = fr(x), then s = r.
(ii) Let 0 ≤ r < k ≤ s. If fs(x) = fr(x), then s = r+kq for some
nonnegative integer q.
(iii) For ,s  IN with  ≥ s ≥ k, if fs(x) = f(x), then  = s+kq
for some nonnegative integer q.
(iv) For , s  IN, if fs(x) = f(x), then  = s+kq for some
integer q.
Proof. Let y = ft(x). (i) We suppose that r ≤ s. For s < k, if fr(x)
= fs(x) then r = s. Suppose that k ≤ s. As s < k+t, k+t-s > o.
Since fr(x) = fs(x), fr+k+t-s(x) = fs+k+t-s(x) = fk+t(x) = ft(x).
Therefore, t ≤ r+ k+t-s. So 0 ≤ s-r ≤ k, as r ≤ s. If s-r = k, then
fk(fr(x)) = fs-r(fr(x)) = fs-r+r(x) = fs(x) = fr(x). Therefore, fr(x) is
periodic. In view of Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.6, period of
fr(x) is k. As t is eventuality of x, t ≤ r. But r < t, as r+k = s <
k+t. So s-r = k is not possible. Thus 0 ≤ s-r < k. Since fs(x) =
fr(x), fs+t(x) = fr+t(x). So fs(y) = fr(y). Either 0 ≤ r < k ≤ s or k ≤
r ≤ s. As y is periodic with k, s-r = qk for some nonnegative
integer q. But s-r < k. Therefore q = 0. Hence s = r. (ii) Since
fs(x) = fr(x), so fs(y) = fr(y). As y is periodic with k, 0 ≤ r < k ≤
s, we have, s = r+kq for some nonnegative integer q. (iii)
Since fs(x) = f(x), so fs(y) = f(y). As y is periodic with k and
 ≥ s ≥ k,  = s+ kq for some nonnegative integer q. (iv)
follows from (i), (ii) and (iii).
Theorem 2.11. Let x  X be eventually periodic with
eventual period k and eventuality t. Then Orb(x) contains
exactly k+t elements.
Proof. Orb (x) = {f0(x), f1(x), f2(x),…f k+t-1(x)}. Let fs(x), fr(x)
 {f0(x), f1(x), f2(x),…f k+t-1(x)} be such that fs(x) = fr(x).

Since 0 < r, s < k+t, by Proposition 2.10(i), s = r. Hence {f 0(x),
f1(x), f2(x),…f k+t-1(x)} contains exactly k+t elements.
Proposition 2.12. Let x  X be eventually periodic with
eventual period k and eventuality t. For 0 < s < t, fs(x) is not
periodic.
Proof. Suppose fs(x) is periodic with period . Since 0 < s < t,
by Proposition 2.10,  = k. Thus fs(x) is periodic with period
k. Therefore, by definition of eventuality of x, t ≤ s. The
contradiction arrived at proves that fs(x) is not periodic.
Remark 2.13. Let x  X be eventually periodic with eventual
period k. Let ℓ be the eventuality of x. Now we have a clear
position of some of the statements made in Remarks 2.5 and
2.7, namely about the totality of fs(x) which are periodic with
period k and there may exist s < t such that f s(x) is periodic. In
view of Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.10, fs(x) is periodic iff s
≥ ℓ, and then period of fs(x) is k. Thus fs(x) is not periodic iff s
< ℓ.
5. Orbits of periodic points
Lemma 3.1. Let x, y ∈ X be periodic with periods k and m
respectively.
(i) f(y) = fs(x) for some nonnegative integers  and s, then k =
m.
(ii) If k ≠ m, then Orb(x)  Orb(y) = .
Proof. By Proposition 2.10, fs(x) is periodic with period k and
f(y) is periodic with period m. Therefore k = m.
Theorem 3.2. Let x, y ∈ X be periodic. Then either Orb(x) =
Orb(y) or Orb(x)  Orb(y) = .
Proof. Suppose that Orb(x)  Orb(y) ≠ . Then f(y) = fs(x)
for some nonnegative integers  and s. By Proposition 2.2(ii),
Orb(fs(x)) = Orb(x) and Orb(f(y)) = Orb(y). Therefore,
Orb(x) = Orb(y).
If x ∈ X is periodic, then fn(x) is periodic for every n  IN, but
if fn(x) is periodic, the x need not be periodic.
Corollary 3.3. Let x ∈ X be periodic with period k. Let y ∈ X
and s is a nonnegative integer. If fs(y) is periodic, then either
Orb(x) = Orb(fs(y)) or Orb(x)  Orb(fs(y)) = .
Proof. Let z = fs(y). x and z are periodic. The result follows by
Theorem 3.2.
Remark 3.4. The above result need not be true if x ∈ X is
eventually periodic, but is not periodic. Then there exists t 
IN such ft(x) is periodic. Let k be the period of ft(x). Let y =
ft(x). In view of Proposition 2.2, Orb(y) = {y, f(y),… fk-1(y)}.
Since Orb(x) = {f0(x), f1(x),f2(x),…ft+k-1(x)}. Thus Orb(y) 
Orb(x). Since x is not periodic and by Proposition 2.2 every
element of Orb(y) is periodic, x  Orb(y). Therefore Orb(x) ≠
Orb(y).
Lemma 3.5. Let x ∈ X be periodic with period k. Let y ∈ X
and s is a nonnegative integer. If fs(y) = fr(x) for some
nonnegative integer r, then fs(y) is periodic with period k and
Orb(fs(y)) = Orb(x).
Proof. By Proposition 2.2(i), fr(x) is periodic with period k and
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Orb(fr(x)) = Orb(x), therefore fs(y) is periodic with period k
and Orb(fs(y)) = Orb(x).
Remark 3.6. By Theorem 3.2. and Corollary 3.3, orbits of
two elements of Per(f) are either equal or disjoint. If, for every
x  Per(f), we associate {x}, we get a partition of X. This
partition gives an equivalence relation on X. But in view of
Remark 3.4, we cannot include eventually periodic elements
of X to get a partition of X.
Proposition 3.7. The following are equivalent.
(i) Orb(X) = Orb(z) for some z  Per(f).
(ii) Orb(X) = Orb(x) for every x  Per(f).
(iii) Orb(x)  Orb(y) ≠  for every pair of x, y  Per(f).
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Let x  Per(f). Since Orb(x)  Orb(X),
by (i) Orb(x)  Orb(z). Now by Theorem 3.2, Orb(x) =
Orb(z). This proves (ii).
(ii) implies (iii). It follows as, by (ii), for x, y  Per(f), Orb(x)
= Orb(y).
(iii) implies (i). Let x  Per(f). In view of (iii) and Theorem
3.2, Orb(x) = Orb(y) for every y  PR(X). Therefore (ii) and
(i) hold.
Proposition 3.8. If Orb(X) is infinite, then (i) for given x 
Per(f), there exists y  Per(f) such that Orb(x)  Orb(y) = .
(ii) there exist x, y  Per(f) such that Orb(x)  Orb(y) = .
Proof. (i) Suppose there exist z  Per(f) such that Orb(z) 
Orb(y) ≠  for every y  Per(f). Then by Theorem 3.2, Orb(z)
= Orb(y) for every y  Per(f). Thus Orb(X) = Orb(z) which is
not possible as Orb(z) is finite. (ii) follows from (i).
Proposition 3.9. Let X be infinite. If Per(f) is dense in X, then
(i) for given x  Per(f) there exists y  Per(f) such that Orb(x)
 Orb(y) = .(ii) there exist x, y  Per(f) such that Orb(x) 
Orb(y) = .
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, Per(f) = Orb(X). Since Per(f) is
dense, Orb(X) is infinite. Now the result follows by
Proposition 3.8.

Section 2, which include orbit of an eventually periodic points
were studied. We also proved some results based on
eventually periodic points. Unlike the case of a periodic point,
the iterated images of an eventually periodic point need not
always be periodic. Using eventuality of eventually periodic
point complete information about periodicity of iterated
images of an eventually periodic point and their period has
been obtained. We also proved the necessary and sufficient
condition for the periodicity of any function with the
eventuality of a point of that function. In Section 3, this
includes orbit of periodic points, starts with relations of
different periodic points with regard to denseness of the set of
all periodic points. In this section we also proved the orbits of
two points of a function are either equal or disjoint. We also
showed the equivalence between the orbit of a point and the
set of a certain function.
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Proposition 3.10. Let x and y be two periodic elements of X
with periods k and m respectly such that y  X – Orb(p). Let
min = inf{d(fr(x)), d(fs(y))  0 ≤ r ≤ k-1, 0 ≤ s ≤ m-1}. Let z 
X. Then (a) min ≤ d(z,Orb(x)) + d(z,Orb(y)). (b) either
d(z,Orb(x)) ≥ min/2 or d(z,Orb(y)) ≥ min/2. (c) If z  Orb(y),
then min ≤ d(z,Orb(x)).
Proof. min > 0 as by Theorem 3.2, Orb(x)  Orb(y) = .
There exit some i and j, with 0 ≤ i ≤ k-1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ m-1, such
that d(z,Orb(x)) = d(z,fi(x)) and d(z,Orb(y)) = d(z,fj(y)). (a)We
have min ≤ d(fi(x)), d(fj(y)) ≤ d(z,fi(x)) + d(z,fj(y)). So min ≤
d(z,Orb(x)) + d(z,Orb(y)). (b) Because of (a) it is not possible
that d(z,Orb(x)) < min/2 and d(z,Orb(y)) < min/2. Therefore
(b) holds. (c) If z  Orb(y), then d(z,Orb(y)) = 0. Now by (a)
min ≤ d(z,Orb(x)).
6. Conclusion
In Section 1, there are definitions, notation and preliminaries.
For completeness sake, we have included some standard
definitions and some preliminary results of Set theory. In
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